
Montreal, Québec, April 2022 – The Montreal Group just held its Annual General Meeting and, for the
first time since its creation in 2012, the international forum of SME-focused Development Banks is thrilled
to announce a new leadership formula with the appointment of co-chairs at the helm of its Board.
 

             
              

         
 

                   
            

             

               
                
            

              

“I truly believe this first co-chairing formula at the Board level showcases our aspiration to keep
shaking the status quo and, in this case, the importance of creating space for inclusive leadership
styles. We believe SMEs should include such novelty in their governance. We should walk the talk in our
own governance!” Sandra Péloquin, Secretary-General, The Montreal Group
 
“I’m very enthusiastic about this co-chairing mandate with Isabelle. Through my experience at
SOWALFIN and my time at The Montreal Group, I can testify to the value of an international network
with peers. Although some of our banks do not operate under the same model, I firmly believe that we 

[1] EuroQuity is the web service created by Bpifrance in partnership with KfW, to connect emerging companies with development partners, in
particular investors. EuroQuity is operated in France by Bpifrance, and in Belgium by SOWALFIN. Its intention is to gradually be extended to other
countries whenever a major public operator is in a position to lead it.

 
Press Release 

For the first time in its history, The Montreal Group appoints co-chairs at the helm of its
Board of Directors: Isabelle Bébéar from Bpifrance and Jean-Pierre Di Bartoloméo from
SOWALFIN (Belgium).
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can support each other to thrive smarter and faster in favour of entrepreneurs across the world.   I look
forward to supporting members of The Montreal Group with a modern vision.” Jean-Pierre Di
Bartoloméo (Co-Chair)
 
“I’m thrilled to have been chosen for this remarkable initiative of co-chairing The Montreal Group,
alongside Jean-Pierre. Based on recent discussions with all members of this unique forum, it is clear to
me that a common priority is supporting MSMEs in their transition towards net-zero. Jean-Pierre and I
will work closely with the Secretariat to advance on this front at a fast and smart pace, as there is no
time to waste.” Isabelle Bébéar (Co-Chair)

The Montreal Group is grateful to Mr. Pascal Lagarde, Executive Director, International, Strategy, Studies,
and Development at Bpifrance, who dedicated the last six years to serving as Chairman. His passion
and commitment were crucial to the association. Under his leadership, The Montreal Group moved
forward with several agendas, including the themes of sustainability, climate transition, digitalization,
and emergency measures deployed during the pandemic.

About Isabelle Bébéar

Isabelle Bébéar is Director of International and European Affairs at Bpifrance since 2001. She oversees
the relations with European and international institutions and the partnerships with sovereign wealth
funds and long-term investors. Ms. Bébéar accompanies foreign governments in the development of
their entrepreneurial ecosystems and connects innovative companies with business opportunities and
international investors. She also manages Averroès Africa, a fund of funds dedicated to investing in
African companies. 

She is a director of Proparco (Agence Française de Développement Group) and a member of its Audit
and Risk Committee. She is also Vice President of the Board of Directors of HDBI, the Hellenic
Development Bank for Investments, President of the Board of Directors of the Euromed Capital
association, and a director of the International Forum of Sovereign Wealth Funds (IFSWF).

About Jean-Pierre Di Bartoloméo

Jean-Pierre is chairman of the Board of Directors of SOWALFIN from Belgium. His professional
background includes management and financial consulting (Deloitte & PWC), loan activities at the
FWPMI (SRIW Group), creation and management of the SIAW (loans to SMEs in the agricultural and food
industry) and management of holding companies at the Societé Europeene de Banque (COMIT Group,
Luxembourg). His activities on behalf of the Walloon Government contribute to his expertise in the field
of SMEs’ financing solutions. 

About The Montreal Group

The Montreal Group is an international forum founded in 2012, in the city of Montreal, Canada, to foster
peer group exchanges, identify best practices and innovative solutions on key topic issues, and develop
thought leadership material to contribute to the global MSME ecosystem. Members are public
development banks focused on supporting the needs and growth of domestic MSMEs.
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